STARLITE “55” GM OFFSET HUBS
The advanced design Starlite "55"Aluminum Wide 5 Racing Hubs are now
available with GM Caliper Offsets.
There's no longer a reason to gamble on reliability or pay high prices
to reduce your rotating and unsprung weight. Starlite "55" hubs offer
the high strength of aluminum in a new configuration that matches or
beats the weight of many magnesium hub assemblies.

Starlite "55" Hub Features:
Starlite "55" Rear Hubs with solid studs and bearing races installed,
is a mere 6.99 pounds. That's nearly a pound lighter than eight bolt aluminum hubs, and lighter than some magnesium hubs! When coupled
with the additional lighter weight of the Five Bolt Drive Flanges, the
entire assembly matches or beats the weight of most magnesium
eight-bolt drive hub assemblies.

Starlite “55” Rear Hub
with 5 Bolt Drive Flange

Starlite "55" Front Snap-Cap Hubs eliminate the unnecessary weight
of bolts and bolt bosses for hub cap retention. The drive bolt bosses
are machined away and the hub is fitted with a special high strength,
lightweight composite Snap-Cap dust cover. No bolts are required and
the complete assembly weighs in at only 6.85 pounds.
All Starlite "55" Hubs are shipped with studs and bearing races
installed. The Starlite "55" uses all conventional wide 5 bearings, seals
and mounting dimensions. Front hubs are shipped with Snap-Cap dust
covers included. All drive flange kits are shipped with high strength
lock-wire drilled 12 point cap screws and lock washers. The new
Starlite "55" GM offset hubs are a direct replacement for the traditional
Starlite eight bolt flange GM offset hubs.
Starlite “55” Front Snap-Cap Hub

ORDERING INFORMATION:
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HUBS
Starlite "55" Five-Bolt Drive Rear Hub, GM Offset
Starlite "55" Snap-Cap Front Hub, GM Offset

PART NO.
270-6514C
270-6736C

INSTALLATION ACCESSORIES AND SERVICE PARTS
Standard Five-Bolt Drive Flange with Bolts, Washers
Lightweight Five-Bolt Drive Flange with Bolts, Washers
Bearing, Seal, and Spindle Lock Nut Kit
Lug Nuts - 5 pack
Rotor Bolts - 8 pack
Drive Flange Bolts with Washers - 5 pack

270-6732
270-6733
370-6885
230-0622
230-0526
230-6911
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